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Letter 148a
DREAM
Power Over The Enemy
2007-07-04
In this dream…
The Lord had placed me in a room to observe things.
In the room I saw my close friend and Brother in Christ (CB1) standing off to one side. On
the other side of the room there stood a woman. I knew and could tell that she was what I
call “The Goddess Spirit”.
In the middle of the room, separating my friend from the woman, there was a rectangular
pit with two trap doors standing open, revealing a large tank open at the top, full of water
and a lot of very hungry alligators.
The knowledge was given to me that the woman had an unholy spiritual grip on the soul of
my friend (CB1). And I knew that she had threatened him all his life with destruction in the
pit if he tried to escape her inOluence*.
Then, the Lord gave me an idea. The idea was to purchase and give to (CB1) a vacuum
cleaner. I knew about this vacuum cleaner in that both (CB1) and I had used this model
extensively when cleaning churches together.
It is called the “Porta-Power”, made by Hoover. A very sweet machine indeed. While not
having much capacity, it is light, easy to use, and excellent for cleaning between rows of
chairs and around hard to move furniture. And, as the name implies, very powerful even for
its size.
So I made the purchase and gave the vacuum as a gift to (CB1). I knew that this gift was
what the Lord would use to strengthen (CB1) against the Goddess Spirit so he would have
the resources to Oight and overcome.
End of dream.
NOTE: Not many weeks had passed after I received my inheritance that I actually ordered
the physical vacuum and gave it as a gift to (CB1), not telling him anything about the dream,
but believing that the Lord would take care of business in the privacy of His own
relationship with (CB1). The physical vacuum was representative of a spiritual reality.
But (CB1) also appreciated the vacuum, as the Hoover Porta-Power is one of the janitor’s
“best friends”.
*This is the same “woman” that King Solomon warns against in the book of Proverbs.
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